
Amazing Hacks to Improve Clarity 

in Your Essays 
Sure, we can all write our sentences. We learned that a long, long, time ago. But there are so many things 

that we didn’t learn. Like how to bring clarity to our sentences. This is a problem most students face. Their 

professors tell them that they can’t understand what the student has written but the student i.e., you have 

no idea what to do about it. So, how can a student write sentences that clearly impart the point he is trying 
to make? Well, there are many tricks I use while I do my papers and I can teach them all to you. Mastering 
these tricks will make you realize that it's not that hard to bring clarity to your sentences.  

 

You will use things like a subordinate clause in your writing so it's best if you know how to use one. This is a 

trick used by a writer to do my essay online. I know because I have used these services and found them to 

be amazing. So, you can place the subordinate clause at the beginning or at the end but don’t place any 

phrase in the middle of the clause itself. Pro tip: Use an active voice. There is a  term called active-verb 
construction which allows us to understand things that are said in an active voice far more easily than in 

passive voice. Sometimes you have to use passive voice but whenever you do it, make sure that you are 

very, very careful. Structure your sentence in a simple manner so that your readers can easily understand 
it. 

Do you know what a parallel construction is? No? Well, you’re about to find out. Suppose you have a series 

of words and clauses and phrases, it's bound to make things confusing, right? In this case, you will make 

sure that these words and phrases have similar grammatical structures, i.e. they have a similar tense. This 
is called parallel construction and it is used to make sentences easier for  custom writing. Yupp. Sorry. I 
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know that if you use a number of nouns together, you can make your essay seem so polished. 

Unfortunately, it will also confuse the reader. And there is no point in an essay that no one can understand. 
So, what is supposed to do? Just make sure that you don’t string those sentences along. If you have to use 
many nouns, use them separately. 

You must be thinking, nouns were quite easy, why are they causing trouble now? Well, nouns can be just as 
tough as verbs or adjectives. Using nouns, or noun form of verbs, when you can just as easily use verbs is 

known as nominalization and it's a crime. Ok, not really, but it's close. Given the opportunity, just use a 

simple verb instead of a noun and you will see how better your academic papers are. And if you add multiple 
negations to the mix then no one will be able to understand what you want to say. 

And no one is going to sit down and dissect your sentences just so that they can understand what you are 

trying to imply. Not even your professor. They will just give you a low grade and you will have to deal with 

that academic excellence. Hence, just use affirmatives. This means that you have to give old information 
first and then move towards the new one. In any essay, you will first tell the reader about something that 

they already know. Then, and only then, you will give them the new information. When they have absorbed 

the new information, you connect the dots. If you just dump the information onto them all at once, it will 
create a mess in their minds. 

Normally, when we sit down to write, we use forms of “to be” such as “be”, “am”, “is”. Here we tend not to 

focus on the verb too much but verbs are problematic too. When we do not focus on the verb, we take the 

focus away from the action at hand which is bad. In order to focus on the action, you need to simply "essay 
writer services" and use action verbs like “eat”, “cry”, and “sleep”. When we do this, things tend to get 
simple. 

The use of unclear pronouns is something that has quickly become a problem in writing. What happens is 
that the pronouns used by us do not clearly refer to a noun. This creates confusion in the eyes of the 

readers and makes your sentences unclear. This can be countered if we use nouns explicitly. This will avoid 

any confusion. So, here are all the tricks I knew! All nine of them. I think if you master them all, they will be 

more than enough to make your sentences clear. But if not, I suggest you get a model essay from a paper 

writing service. This will bring clarity to your mind and you can check out how a true 
professional FreeEssayWriter. So, be sure to consider this option too. 

Useful Resources: 

How can I get a free essay? 

Can professors tell if someone else wrote your essay? 

Can my teacher find out if I bought an essay? 

Has Anyone Used a Customized Essay Writing Service? 

How Authentic are Essay Writing Services? 
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